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Ad-hoc network is one of the key areas in wireless networks. There is always room for 

improvement in order to utilize the available resources optimally. One of the thought 

among these was to use the prediction algorithms to predict the next route of the mobile 

nodes which can help us in allocating the resources in advance and also controlling the 

network traffic. So this thesis mainly emphasis on the analysis of the behavior of AI based 

Routing Protocol for Adhoc networks suitable for video traffic Research has been done in 

this area using Neural Networks but no typical model was designed for predicting the 

routes due to lack of standard dataset to train the model. We generated different datasets 

using Gaussian Markov mobility model which has some concrete reasons or benchmarks 

to evaluate the end products‟ performance. Artificial Neural Networks (NN) & Extreme 

learning machine (ELM) were used to build the prediction models. 
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ُْان دائًا يجاال نهرحسيٍ يٍ أجم االسرفادج يٍ . شثكح انًخصص ْي ٔاحذج يٍ انًجاالخ انشئيسيح في انشثكاخ انالسهكيح

ٔكاٌ يٍ تيٍ ْزِ انفكشج السرخذاو خٕاسصيياخ انرُثؤ انرُثؤ انطشيك انمادو يٍ انعمذ انًرُمهح  .انًراحح عهى انُحٕ األيثمانًٕاسد 

حرى ْزِ األطشٔحح  .انري يًكٍ أٌ ذساعذَا في ذخصيص انًٕاسد في ٔلد يثكش ٔانسيطشج عهى حشكح يشٔس انشثكح أيضا

يُظًح انعفٕ انذٔنيح انمائًح عهى تشٔذٕكٕل يُاسة نهشثكاخ يخصصا نهفيذيٕ حشكح انرشكيض أساسا عهى ذحهيم سهٕن انرٕجيّ 

انثحث ذى انمياو تّ في ْزا انًجال تاسرخذاو انشثكاخ انعصثيح ٔنكٍ ال يٕجذ ًَٕرج ذى ذصًيًّ انًُٕرجي نهرُثؤ انطشق تسثة 

نًخرهفح تاسرخذاو َحٍ غأسي ًَٕرج ياسكٕف انرُمم إَشاء لٕاعذ انثياَاخ ا. لطاس انًُٕرج عذو ٔجٕد يعياس نًجًٕعح انثياَاخ

( NN)ذخذاو انشثكاخ انعصثيح انصُاعيح ذى اط. يعاييش نرمييى أداء انًُرجاخ انُٓائيحانري نذيٓا تعض أسثاب يحذدج أٔ 

 .نثُاء ًَارج انرُثؤ( ELM)ٔانًرطشفح ذعهى آنح 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless networks have a major impact on the world with which information could be 

sent to multiple senders and receivers efficiently and more reliably. Wireless networks 

have continued to develop and their usage has grown significantly such as cellular phones 

are part of huge wireless network systems. Other than cellular network, wireless network 

have applications for small areas which includes ad-hoc networks and wireless sensor 

networks. Besides all these, the demand of the users for better quality of service and 

elevated performance is persistently mounting, and requires improving the utilization of 

resources. One of the most important issues in the mobile networks is the location 

management. Location management is the process by which the current location of a 

mobile host is determined. It can be further subdivided into two different services; mobile 

tracking and locating. Mobile tracking is the process by which the network keeps track of 

the current location of the mobile host, whereas Mobile locating deals with the process of 

finding the current location of the mobile host for the delivery of an incoming call [10].  
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One way of searching a mobile node to identify its current location is to broadcast search 

information, called paging, in each and every cell in the whole geographical area. 

However, the amount of channel bandwidth consumed by these numerous broadcast 

signals can be extremely high. The other way of searching is to store the current location 

of each mobile host by a location update signal from the mobile hosts and maintaining the 

location information database for each mobile host [10], which is more expensive and has 

high signaling traffic. One of the methods is to use mobile host movement behavior and 

their traffic characteristics to predict the future location of a mobile host. If the location of 

an mobile node is known in advance, the overhead will be avoided. Thus, by maintaining 

the knowledge of the mobile host history of movement behavior, the signaling overload 

can be reduced. By using the prediction model, we intend to reduce the number of hello 

messages that are sent by the nodes among themselves after every specific time interval 

so that the nodes within the network are able to update their routing tables or neighbor 

list. In our case, instead of using the conventional hello messages, our algorithm will 

predict the next location of the mobile nodes and the nodes will update the routing tables 

or neighbor list locally. 

1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network related to distributed autonomous 

devices using sensors to courteously monitor physical or environmental conditions, such 

as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at different locations. 

They are small, inexpensive, low-power, intelligent, disposable sensors can be deployed 
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in large numbers deployed manually by hand, or randomly by, for instance, dropping 

them from an aero plane. These sensor nodes are self configuring and include one or more 

sensors, embedded wireless communications and data processing components. Besides 

one or more sensors, each node in a sensor network is usually equipped with a radio 

transceiver or other wireless communications device, a small microcontroller, and an 

energy source, generally a battery. However, WSN are used in many industrial 

application areas, such as industrial process, control, machine health, environment and 

habitat monitoring, etc. The key challenge of WSN is energy efficiency. The energy of a 

node is worn out by: 

i. Computational processing and 

ii. Data transmission and receiving 

Both of these factors are controlled by the network layer. An efficient network layer can 

reduce the number of messages that are sent by a node as well as the complexity of the 

computation of routing paths. Routing protocols can be subdivided into source initiated 

and destination initiated protocols. Nodes which uses source initiated protocols send 

information either periodically, or in response to certain events such as polling in their 

environment. In destination initiated routing, nodes only send data in response to a 

request for data. The shortcoming of destination initiated protocols is the fact that requests 

are usually flooded through the network, which results in exhausting the energy sources 

of nodes [3]. 
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1.2 Ad-hoc network  

Wireless communication between mobile users has become more popular nowadays than 

ever before. This is due to the recent advances in wireless communications technologies 

combined with the introduction of small portable computing devices, which are the two 

main reasons why mobile computing continues to enjoy rapid growth. An ad-hoc network 

is a concept of computer communications, which means that users waiting to 

communicate with each other form a temporary network without any form of centralized 

administration. One feature of ad-hoc networks is that the network will not collapse just 

because one of the mobile nodes moves out of the transmitting range of the other nodes. 

Nodes should be able to enter or leave the network as they desire. In others words, ad-hoc 

networks are capable of managing the changes in topology and breakdown in nodes. In 

ad-hoc networks, each host must act as a router. Due to continuous movement of the 

nodes, the backbone of the network is continuously reconstructed. Moreover, the 

nonexistence of a centralized authority also complicates the problem of medium access. 

Some of the main restrictions of Ad-hoc network include: 

Dynamic topology: As mentioned earlier in the introductory part, ad-hoc networks have 

very flexible mobility meaning that nodes join and leave the network in a random and 

dynamic fashion. This results in dynamic links establishment and removal. Hence, links 

are also subject to frequent disconnection during node‟s mobility. 

Bandwidth constrained: This is not a particular ad-hoc network restriction. In fact, 

wireless links have significantly lower capacity than the wired links; they are affected by 
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several error sources (interference, fading, environmental condition etc) that result in 

degradation of the received signal and high bit error rate in the range of 10
−4

 and 10
−5

. 

Energy constrained: The prime focus of the mobile world is not just to improve its 

performance. If the mobile devices have batteries with more power, this in turn, is 

hazardous to man‟s health. So there should be a tradeoff in performance and power. 

Hence, the most important system design criteria for optimization may be energy 

conservation. 

Limited physical security: Mobility implies higher security risks than static operation 

because portable devices may be stolen or their traffic may cross insecure wireless links. 

Eavesdropping, spoofing and denial-of-service attacks are relatively easy to deploy in 

wireless environment and should be taken care of  

Network size: As the network grows, routing delay becomes bottleneck for the network 

size. This constraint is more significant for video data which are more sensitive to delay 

than any other traffic. Therefore, there is practical limit on the size of the network or we 

have to trade off performance or quality of service (QoS) requirements to increase the 

network size. 

Multiple routes: To reduce the number of reactions to topological changes and 

congestion, multiple routes could be used. If one route has become invalid, it is possible 

that another stored route could still be valid and thus enhance the robustness of the 

routing protocol.  

Load balancing: The protocol should be distributed and balances the load amongst all the 

nodes in the network. It should not be dependent on certain nodes to do the routing. All 
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the nodes should participate in the routing function. This enlarges the life of the network 

and reduces the reduction of connectivity problem.  

1.3 Differences between WSNs and MANETS 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) differ from other mobile Adhoc networks (MANET) in 

seven areas, namely network size, node density, node proneness to failure, frequency of 

topology changes, communication paradigm employed, resource limitations of nodes and 

node identification [4][5] and these are discussed below. 

The size of a WSN can be anything from a few nodes up to many thousands of nodes 

whereas MANETs generally consist of less than a hundred nodes. Bluetooth, which can 

consist of up to a maximum of eight nodes, is an example of a MANET. A wireless local 

area network (WLAN) is another example of a MANET. WLAN is an IEEE 802.11b 

standard. The size of a WLAN is limited to 32 nodes per access point [2]. 

Node density in a WSN is usually high, with a large number of nodes in a relatively small 

area, while other MANETs mostly consist of only a few nodes in close proximity of each 

other. This is due to the nodes density. A WSN node can be as small as a one Euro coin, 

while nodes of other MANETs are mostly notebook computers, palmtops or cellular 

telephones. 

A WSN is deployed in a remote area. In such circumstances the node proneness to failure 

is high due to the possibility of nodes being damaged and failing. Some nodes might also 

drain their energy resources quicker than other nodes due to being on a routing path that is 
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utilized more than other paths. Nodes in other MANETs have rechargeable energy 

supplies and are not subjected to adverse environmental conditions that could damage 

them to the extent of not being able to function any longer.  

The frequency of topology changes in a WSN is high, due to factors such as node failures, 

node additions, nodes moving and environmental interference. The network has to be able 

to adapt to these changes in node position and number. Topology changes can happen as 

frequently as every few milliseconds. In other MANETs, nodes usually request to join the 

network and leave the network after a certain period of time, which is rarely less than a 

couple of minutes. 

The communication paradigm employed in WSNs includes a large number of broadcasts 

that are sent through the network. These broadcasts are used for network set up and 

maintenance, discovery of neighbors and sending of data. Other MANETs usually use 

point-to-point communications, since the source knows how to reach the destination. 

The resource limitations of nodes in WSNs include limited energy and bandwidth 

resources, compared to other MANETs. The energy resources of WSN nodes cannot be 

replenished, while other MANET‟s nodes have rechargeable batteries. The limited data 

rate of up to a few kilobits per second in WSNs is small compared to data rates of 

between one and a few hundred megabits per second in other MANETs. The memory of 

WSN nodes is limited to a few kilobytes, while other MANET‟s nodes can have 

gigabytes of memory. The processors employed in WSN nodes are limited. 

Node identification by means of globally unique identifiers are not always possible in 

WSNs, due to the possibly very large number of nodes in the network and the overhead 
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caused by having a unique identifier for each node. In other MANETs, the nodes have 

unique IP addresses.  

Sensors can generate a measurable response to changes in physical conditions, such as 

temperature or areas of magnetic field. The main aim of such networks is to execute 

distributed sensing tasks, mainly for applications such as environmental monitoring, smart 

spaces and medical systems. 

1.4 H.263 Standard 

H.263 is a video compression standardized by International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) that appeared in February 1995. Basically, it is designed for low bit-rate 

communications. It is almost similar to its predecessor standard, H261, but with some 

enhanced features. Furthermore, five resolutions are supported by the new standard H263. 

i. CIF - Common Intermediate Format uses 352 pixels by 288 lines. 

ii. QCIF - Quarter Common Intermediate Format uses 176 pixels by 144 lines. 

iii. SQCIF - Sub-Quarter Common Interchange Format uses704x576 pixels. 

iv. 4CIF - 4 times Common Intermediate Format uses704x576 pixels. 

v. 16CIF - 16 times Common Interchange Format uses1408x1152 pixels.  

However, if there is significant motion, the H263 gives poor performance as compared to 

H.261. Hence, it is better for applications such as videoconferencing, where there is little 

motion. Summarizing its application, we can list the followings [60]: 

i. Video over the Internet and over telephone lines 
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ii. Surveillance and monitoring 

iii. Tele-medicine (medical consultation and diagnosis at a distance) 

iv. Computer-based training and education 

The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) exploits spatial redundancy while motion 

compensation makes use of temporal redundancy. Moreover, features such as half-pixel 

accuracy, bidirectional coded macro blocks (16x16 and 8x8 for luminance and 

chrominance respectively) really make H.263 a best fit for low bit rate applications. We 

tested Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF) with a frame rate of 30 fps (frames 

per second) in our simulation. Ideally, the compression technique should not exceed 

frames (frame size) of the delay. But most systems have several layers of buffering and 

queuing so this delay can even be as large as 10 seconds in some cases. More details on 

H263 can be found in [40].  

1.5 Scope 

So the accurate determination of user‟s future location and the amount of available 

resources that could be reserved for him is likely to become a very important issue for the 

future wireless networks. This is also closely related to emerging location aware and 

context sensitive services for being able to determine the user‟s future location as he 

moves inside the network while being connected can result in significant improvement of 

system efficiency and connection quality. So there has been an increasing demand to 

develop predictive algorithms for user movements in order to provide better optimization 

in terms of reducing the routing overheads. 
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1.6 Objectives 

The objective of this research is to analyze the behavior of artificial intelligence (AI) 

based routing protocol for ad-hoc networks suitable for video traffic. For this purpose we 

have to develop models for next-move prediction scheme using the history of the user‟s 

movement directions using artificial intelligence (AI) also called machine learning. The 

work that has been done is this area using soft computing achieves the prediction 

accuracy for about 12%. One main objective is to design the models with maximum 

prediction accuracy. The overall objective of this thesis work includes: 

i. Thorough survey and understanding on the work that been previously done in this 

area.  

ii. Literature study to identify and investigate the factors that influence the design of 

AI model to predict next move of mobile host. 

iii. Implement realistic mobility model to generate the dataset for the random 

movement of the mobile host. 

iv. Design and implement models using AI to predict the next move of mobile host, 

taking into consideration the specific requirements. 

v. Study of the impact of various parameters of models & training approaches and 

observe the results of AI model instead of conventional routing. 

vi. Evaluate and compare the results. 
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1.7 Research Methodology 

For generating the dataset, the movement of a mobile host is moving for several time 

intervals using Gaussian Markov Model. A recursive method is used for multiple moves. 

In this method, the output is inserted as one of the inputs in sub pattern at the extreme 

right by shifting the entire sub-pattern to left by one time interval to predict the next 

movement as shown in Table 1. 

Sub 

Pattern 

Inputs 

1 

Inputs 

2 

Inputs 

3 

Inputs 

4 

Desired 

Output 

1 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 

2 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 

3 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 

4 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 

5 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 

6 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 

 

Table 1: Training data set 

Movement pattern (pn) is the history of movement of a mobile host recorded for a period 

of time Tn, where n is the number of regular time intervals at which the mobile host 

movements are recorded. The training data set is the set of subpatterns obtained from the 

movement pattern Pn by partitioning it into n - k subpatterns, where k + 1 is the size of 

each subpattern (k << n). The subpattern is a training data pair with mobile movements 

for k time intervals as input and the movement for the next time interval as a desired 

output. For example, the first training subpattern is p1, p2 ... pk as input and pk+1 as the 

desired output. After generating the dataset, AI models will be designed which will be 
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trained with the history of the movement of the mobile node and then the models will be 

predicting the next move of the mobile nodes.  

1.8 Performance Evaluation  

There are a number of measurements for performance evaluation used in literature, we 

considered the following commonly used ones in the evaluation of the performance of the 

results for this study.  

Prediction accuracy: It is the accuracy for the models will be calculated by number of 

times correct prediction of mobile node divided by the total number of times the 

prediction of mobile node in percentage.  

Execution time: It include the execution time which gives the output in time (seconds) 

both for training and testing phase for the prediction model.  

The matrices for evaluating the performance of routing protocol will include  

i. Average packet delay 

ii. Average successful transmissions 

iii. Jitter  

iv. Energy – Transmission Power. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

RELATED WORK 

 

Real-time traffic over ad-hoc is important in two aspects. Firstly, the gradual popularity of 

ad-hoc networks especially for certain circumstances such as research conference. 

Secondly, the need to make some particular kinds of network, suitable for real time 

traffic. Thus, on discussing the related work, we find research in both of these two 

aspects. Some concentrate on ad-hoc routing protocols to optimize the overall 

performance while others are more interested in user‟s data rate and codec‟s used for 

compression or decompression. This review mainly focuses on efficient video 

transmission schemes, power minimization models in MANET and video compression 

schemes. The authors in [64] introduce multistream coding with multipath transport 

(MPT) for video traffic over ad-hoc networks. First, a video bit stream is divided into 

several substreams by video encoder and then packets from different substreams are sent 
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along several different paths. At the receiving end, the procedure is reversed. Moreover, 

to make multistreaming appropriate for ad-hoc, they propose three different 

multistreaming techniques, each with different advantages. Morkovian and OPNET 

model analysis show considerable improvement in video quality [64] but the authors did 

not use the PCF (Point Coordination Function) mode. PCF mode is necessary for real 

time applications. The authors [64] progressed step by step and introduced the ideas of 

multistreaming in a given video data [65] and [66]. Also, the three coding schemes they 

used have been described in detail in [67], [68] and [69]. An interesting analysis is carried 

out using H.264 video standard to study video transport over ad-hoc networks in [70]. 

Their simulation shows that packet size of as small as 300 bytes should be used under 

unfavorable condition as any increase results in degradation of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

(PSNR). For higher error probabilities, even smaller than 300 bytes is good for significant 

PSNR. Regarding retransmission attempts, 3 per Message Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) 

gives the highest achievable PSNR. Results illustrate that greater than three is useless as 

far as PSNR is concerned. This is useful analysis and good approximation to calculate 

packet size, error probabilities etc. for a given PSNR [70]. However, they did not present 

analytical support to their simulation results nor did they exploit the idea of MPT. 

Moreover, their experiments are sound only for static devices and do not give any 

guarantee when the devices are mobile. 

Among the three schemes described in [64], multiple description motion compensation 

(MDMC) is unique in the sense that it gives better error resilience on lossy packet 

networks. The study of [71] gives an analytical model to prove feature of MDMC. 

Furthermore, the proposed analytical model has also been tested by simulation in the 
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same paper. While the above discussion is related to video standards or ad-hoc networks 

algorithm to improve the performance, [72] discusses, in general for wireless networks, 

how to obtain optimal data rate for video traffic. It is well known that video data is 

sensitive to both delay and delay jitter. In real wireless network traffic, there is a loss of 

packets due to antenna poor efficiency, interference, fading, and weather conditions etc. 

resulting in need for retransmission (Automatic Repeat Requests) ARQ or some 

mechanism to recover the original signal such as Forward Error Correction (FEC). 

Moreover, buffers play an important role in delay jitter in ARQ. Hence, they also develop 

a control mechanism for buffers with the objective to minimize delay jitter. In light of 

previous discussion, it is clear now that use of MPT gives flexibility over data rate. 

Higher data rate can be attained if routes are independent. The authors in [74] add to it 

and present a video distortion model. This paper further claims that distortion is due to 

mainly two factors, namely encoder distortion and packet loss due to congestion. The 

authors of [74] also use simulation to study the tradeoff between the data rate and 

congestion. Moreover, the appealing is the comparison results of encoded transmission 

and decoded transmission which give a quantitative measure of how much distortion is 

added due to congestion. Another concept of cross-layer design framework is introduced 

in [73] for real time traffic using H.264 codec in their model. The main idea behind this is 

that the scheme tries to make maximum use of networks resources such as bandwidth. To 

avoid congestion, traffic flows and link capacities (on the chosen links) are allocated 

together. Their simulation shows improvement over traditional schemes in terms of date 

rate and PSNR. The improvement is multiplied further if we combine MPT with cross-

layer design. In [9] the authors are applying Multi Layer Neural Network (MLNN) for 
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mobile user tracking among the Self-Organized Maps (SOM). SOM produces a low-

dimensional, discretized representation of the input space of the patterns also called 

a map. In [1], the author proposed a back propagation algorithm for next-move prediction 

for the implementation of the selective reservation concept which concludes that the 

prediction algorithm can be applied in cases of uniform, regular or deterministic 

movements of the mobile user. The next-move prediction in those cases is reliable, 

because of the high prediction accuracy achieved. For the random moment of mobile 

node, there outcome was around 12% accuracy. In [10], the author proposed a prediction-

based location management in a mobile network. The approach uses a multilayer neural 

network to predict the future location of a mobile host based on the history of movement 

pattern of a mobile host. The MLNN model for single and multiple move prediction is 

designed for predicting the future location of a mobile host. The performance of the 

method has been verified for prediction accuracy by considering different movement 

patterns of a mobile host and learning accuracy of the MNN model. Simulation is also 

carried out for different movement patterns (i.e. regular, uniform, and random) to predict 

the future location of a mobile host. The average prediction accuracy was measured and 

achieved up to 93% accuracy for uniform patterns, 40% to 70% for regular patterns, and 

2% to 20% for random movement patterns. The author in [10] is predicting both the 

direction and the distances at the same time, whereas the author in [1] is only predicting 

one parameter that is the direction. In [6], the authors propose the use of braided 

multipath instead of completely disjoint multipath so as to keep the cost of maintaining 

the multipath low. The costs of such alternate paths are also comparable to the primary 

path because they tend to be much closer to the primary path. In [7], the authors propose 
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an algorithm which will route data through a path whose nodes have the largest residual 

energy. In this way, the nodes in the primary path will not deplete their energy resources 

through continual use of the same route thus achieving longer life. In [8], the authors 

propose use of a set of sub-optimal paths occasionally to increase the lifetime of the 

network. These paths are chosen by means of a probability which depends on how low the 

energy consumption of each path is. The path with the largest residual energy when used 

to route data in a network may be very energy-expensive too. So, there is a tradeoff 

between minimizing the total power consumed and the residual energy of the network. 

The authors propose an algorithm in which the residual energy of the route is relaxed a bit 

to pick a more energy efficient path [75]. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

MANET ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

 

The routing protocols meant for wired networks cannot be used for mobile ad-hoc 

networks because of the mobility of networks. The vision of mobile ad hoc networking is 

to support robust and efficient operation in mobile wireless networks by incorporating 

routing functionality into mobile nodes. Ad-hoc mobile routing protocols can be 

categorized into three categories, i.e, table driven proactive, on-demand-driven reactive 

source initiated and the hybrid protocols. We list these protocols and describe them 

briefly as follows. Table 2 shows some of the popular protocols of each category [78]. 

i. Table-Driven Routing Protocols or Pro-active Protocols 

ii. On-demand Routing Protocols or Reactive Protocols 

iii. Hybrid Routing Protocols 
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Table Driven On-Demand Hybrid 

Destination Sequenced 

Distance Vector 

(DSDV) 

Stability Routing 

Protocol  (SSR) 

Zone Routing Protocol  

(ZRP) 

Wireless Routing 

Protocol 

(WRP) 

Dynamic Source Routing  

(DSR) 

Hazy Sighted Link State 

Routing protocol 

(HSLS) 

Clusterhead Gateway 

Switch Routing protocol 

(CGSR) 

Temporary Ordered 

Routing Algorithm 

(TORA) 

Sharp Hybrid Adaptive 

Routing Protocol 

(SHARP) 

Source Tree Adaptive 

(STAR) 

Ad-hoc on Demand 

Distance Vector Routing 

(AODV) 

WEAC/VBS-O Protocol 

Fisheye State Routing 

(FSR) 

Associativity Based 

Routing Protocol 

(ABR) 

 

 

Table 2: MANET Routing Protocols 

 

3.1 Table-Driven Routing Protocols 

In proactive protocols, nodes continuously search for routing information within a 

network, so that when a route is needed, the route is already known. Some of the 

examples of this protocol are shown in Table 2. Next, we describe the working principle 

of each protocol very briefly to have some review about the characteristics of existing 

protocols. 

3.1.1 Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) 

This protocol is based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm [74]. It is a distance-vector style 

protocol for ad-hoc networks. It uses sequence numbers to mark each node and allows 
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far-distant computers / devices to exchange their information along a multi-hop 

communication [46]. Each node has a table in which the information per routing entry 

contains the destination address, the number of hops to the destination and the sequence 

number corresponding to the destination. Tables are periodically updated and broadcast. 

The detailed analysis of the protocol can be found in [46]. 

3.1.2 Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) 

This protocol is based on finding paths for a finite number of times. It forces each node to 

perform consistency checks of predecessor information reported by all its neighbors 

which ultimately eliminates looping situations and provides faster route convergence 

when a link failure event occurs. This protocol offers high overhead as far as table entries 

are concerned because each node has to maintain Distance table, Routing table, Link-cost 

table & Message retransmission list table. [47] Describes complete analysis of the 

protocol. 

3.1.3 Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing protocol (CGSR) 

This protocol is very similar to DSDV but differs from it in the type of addressing and 

network organization scheme. In CGSR, mobile nodes are grouped into clusters and each 

cluster has a cluster head which controls a group of ad-hoc hosts. Moreover, it employs 

several heuristic routing schemes to be employed. However, frequent cluster head 

changes can adversely affect routing protocol performance since nodes are busy in cluster 

head selection rather than packet relaying. This situation is even worse in case of real time 

traffic as the routing delay keeps on increasing. More details are available in [48]. 
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3.1.4 Source Tree Adaptive Routing (STAR) 

Perhaps, this was the first proactive routing protocol that works with link-state 

information as it does not require periodic routing updates. Moreover, it does not attempt 

to maintain optimum routes to destinations. Simulation results in [49] show that STAR is 

an order of magnitude more client than any topology-broadcast protocol. The results also 

show that STAR is even more efficient than the Dynamic Source Routing protocol which 

is a very efficient on-demand routing protocol. 

3.1.5 Fisheye State Routing (FSR) 

This protocol focuses on reducing update overhead (control packets etc.) in large 

networks by introducing a multi-level fisheye scope. Depending upon the distance to 

destination, nodes exchange update information. This concept is very useful for the 

application where less delay is required. This implies that FSR is more desirable for large 

mobile networks where mobility is high and the bandwidth is low. The simulation results 

in [50] show that FSR is simple, efficient and scalable routing solution in a mobile ad-hoc 

environment. Detailed description of the protocol can be found in [50]. 

3.2 On-Demand Routing Protocols 

Demand driven or the source initiated protocols form the second category of ad-hoc 

mobile routing protocols. These protocols create routes only when desired by source 

nodes. When a node requires a route to destination, it initiates a route discovery process 
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within the network. This process completes once one route is found or all possible route 

permutations are examined. Once a route is discovered and established, it is maintained 

by route maintenance procedure until either a node on the route becomes inaccessible or 

the route becomes undesired (some other e client route is discovered, for example). 

Example protocols are given in Table 2. A brief description of the most common on-

demand routing protocols is given below. 

3.2.1 Associativity Based Routing Protocol (ABR) 

ABR, proposed in 1996, is a source-initiated routing protocol that does not need for 

periodic updates. Each node generates periodic hello messages to show its existence to its 

neighbors. These hello messages are used to update the association table of each node. 

Based on the stability of the links, this protocol selects route for transmission. ABR 

consists of 3 phases, namely Route Discovery, Route Repair/Reconstruction and Route 

Delete. The study in [51] gives a comprehensive analysis of this protocol. 

3.2.2 Signal Stability Routing (SSR) 

This protocol is descendant of ABR. It is further divided into two sub protocols based on 

their respective functionality, i.e. Static Routing Protocol (SRP) and Dynamic Routing 

Protocol (DRP). SSR selects routes based on signal strength between nodes and a node‟s 

location stability instead of just temporal stability (in ABR). DRP is responsible for 

maintenance of signal stability table and routing table while SRP processes packets by 

passing the packets up the stack if it is the destination and forwarding the packet if it is 

not the intended receiver. [52] describes the protocol in detail. 
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3.2.3 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

The DSR protocol [53] is based on the Link-State-Algorithms which mean that each node 

is capable of saving the best route to a destination. It is based on the concept of source 

routing. There are 2 major phases of the protocol - route discovery and route maintenance. 

When a mobile node has a packet to send to some destination, it first checks the cache 

whether there is an entry for that destination. If yes, then it uses that path to transmit the 

packet. It also attaches its source address on the packet. If there is no entry in the cache or 

the entry is expired (due to being unused for a long time), the node broadcasts a route 

request packet to all its neighbors requesting for a path to the destination. Until the route 

is discovered, the node will be waiting and during this time it can do other things like 

sending other packets or forwarding packets to other destinations. When the route request 

packet arrives to any other nodes, they check whether they know the destination asked 

(may be from neighbor or from their caches). If they have route information, they send 

back a route reply packet to the destination. Otherwise they broadcast the same route 

request packet. Once the route is discovered, the sender will send the required packets to 

the destination using the discovered route and insert an entry in the cache for future use. 

The node also keeps age information on the entry to recognize whether the route data is 

fresh or not. When any intermediate node receives a data packet, it first sees whether the 

packet is sent to itself or not. If it is the destination, it receives it otherwise it forwards the 

packet using the path attached on the packet. Route maintenance is done by the use of 

route error packets and acknowledgments. As ad-hoc networks are very promiscuous, any 

link might fail at any time. So the route maintenance process monitors the route and 
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notifies the nodes any failure along its path and the nodes change the entries of their route 

cache accordingly.  

3.2.4 Temporary Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) 

TORA (Temporary Ordered Routing Algorithm) is an adaptive and e client routing 

algorithm primarily designed for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). It comes under 

the category of on-demand MANET routing protocol (with source-initiated feature). 

TORA is a fairly complicated protocol but what makes it unique and prominent is its 

main feature of propagation of control messages only around the point of failure when a 

link failure occurs. Other protocols, on the contrary, need to re-initiate a route discovery 

when a link fails. TORA would be able to patch itself up around the point of failure. This 

feature allows TORA to scale up to larger networks but has higher overhead for smaller 

networks. Moreover, in its enhanced version, it stores the time value since a link failure. 

The protocol algorithm has three distinct phases, namely route creation, route 

maintenance and route erasure. In route creation, routes are created mostly in a reactive 

mode. Initially, all nodes are disconnected. The protocol then forms a DAG (Directed 

Acyclic Graph). The criterion of adding node is based on a metric called height. The node 

j is added wit the node i, which is already member of the DAG if hi > hj . The metric 

height consist five arguments all of which define the height of the node. The source sends 

QRY (query) packet indicating the destination node. The QRY packet propagates until it 

reaches a node whose neighbor is the specified destination, which then transmits a UPD 

(update) packet. All is done locally, i.e. the nodes know only their neighbors and not all 

members of the network. In route maintenance, route is maintained only for nodes with 
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non-null height. On link failure, if a node is not connected to any node with a height 

smaller than its own, all of its links are reversed based on link reversal algorithm. This is 

how routes are adapted according to topological changes. This feature adds extra 

overhead even if that path is not required for data transmission. For this reason, TORA is 

also considered member of the Table-Driven MANET protocols. A route is erased on the 

reception of the CLR (clear) packet from a source in route erasure phase. A node, on 

receiving the CLR packet, sets its own height and heights of all its neighbors to NULL 

and broadcasts the CLR packet. This way, route erasure is performed [54].  

3.2.5 Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 

This routing algorithm [29] is entirely based on the DSDV algorithm with the 

improvement in minimization the number of required broadcasts by creating routes on-

demand (unlike DSDV). Broadcast is used for route requests and a path discovery is 

initiated when a route to a destination does not exist (like DSR). Similarly link failure is 

handled much similar to that we discussed in DSR previously. The advantage of using 

AODV is e client use of available bandwidth as it minimizes the network load for control 

and data traffic. Moreover, the algorithm is scalable, handles changes in topology, and 

ensures loop free routing. Entries of a routing table include Destination IP Address, Prefix 

Size, Destination Sequence Number, Next Hop IP Address, Lifetime, Hop Count, 

Network Interface and other state and routing  flags (valid, invalid). 
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3.3 Hybrid Approach 

As the name suggests, hybrid has features of both table driven and on-demand routing 

schemes. These protocols exploit the merits of on-demand and proactive routing 

protocols, thus achieving overall better performance since they use both reactive and 

proactive schemes. On the other hand, the path to a destination may be suboptimal on 

account of hierarchical routing. Furthermore, memory requirement is greater because each 

node has higher level topological information. We give brief overview of the hybrid 

protocols tabulated in Table 2 in the subsequent sections.    

3.3.1 Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) 

ZRP [56] is a typical example of hybrid type ad-hoc routing protocol. The network is 

divided into different zones by ZRP which are named as nodes local neighborhood. The 

basic idea behind introducing ZRP is the proactive advertisement of each node of its link 

state over a fixed number of hops which is called the zone radius. These advertisements 

(within the zone radius) keep on providing updated routing conditions to each node, i.e. 

the collection of all nodes and links that are reachable within the zone radius. Like Border 

Mobile Terminal (BMT) nodes in the WEAC protocol, there are peripheral nodes at the 

boundary of routing zone that play an important role in the reactive zone-based route 

discovery. 
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3.3.2 Hazy Sighted Link State routing protocol (HSLS) 

Basically, the Hazy-Sighted Link State Routing Protocol (HSLS) is a Link-state routing 

protocol. It is an algorithm for computers communicating by digital radio in a mesh 

network to find each other, and communicate over a reasonably efficient path. The 

analysis in [57] shows that the HSLS protocol gives one the best performance behavior on 

routing overhead. 

3.3.3 Sharp Hybrid Adaptive Routing Protocol (SHARP) 

SHARP has also hybrid approach for ad-hoc routing. Its beauty lies in the fact that it 

automatically finds a balance between proactive and reactive routing by adjusting the 

degree to which route information is propagated proactively versus the degree to which it 

needs to be discovered reactively. Moreover, the proactive routing component is less 

expensive than that of the ZRP protocol [58]. Analysis in [58] shows that this protocol 

supports applications having different demands to control the performance of the routing 

layer. It can be used to minimize packet overhead, limit packet loss rate, and control delay 

jitter. 

3.3.4 WEAC / VBS-O Routing Protocol 

Warning energy aware clusterhead (WEAC) / Virtual base station on demand (VBS-O) 

protocol establishes a dynamic wireless mobile infrastructure in MANET. A mobile node 
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is elected from a set of nominees to act as a temporary base station for a period of time 

within its zone. There are basically four types of nodes in this protocol: 

• Clusterhead (or VBS) - the leader of the cluster. Collects complete information on all 

other cluster heads and their lists of MTs and broadcasts this info in its periodic hello 

message and identification used is myCH==0 (variable name) for ClusterHead. 

• Zone MT - An MT (mobile terminal) supervised by a clusterhead. Its myCH is always 

greater than zero. The value for the variable myCH=ID number of its clusterhead. It 

accumulates information about the network from their neighbors between hello messages 

and broadcasts to its neighbors, announcing its ID number with its periodic hello 

messages.  

• Free MT - An MT that is not associated with a cluster. It comes into existence when an 

MT‟s power level goes below Threshold Th3 then its myCH is assigned -1. 

• Gateway or Border Mobile Terminal - An MT that lies between more than one 

clusterhead or Free MT. In other words, it joins two clusters or one cluster with a node 

that is not part of that cluster. BMT can be zone MT, free MT or clusterhead. 

Accordingly, the value of myCH can have any value depending upon its type.   

As this protocol is power-aware, its working principle spins around the node power. A 

node‟s power can be in one of three states as shown in Fig. 1 by Threshold Th1, 

Threshold Th2 and Threshold Th3. If the power of a node is greater than Threshold Th3 

(75% of the maximum power in our simulation design) then it can act as a CH 

(ClusterHead), i.e. it can respond to MergeRequest message. If it is already CH, it can 

retain its status. 
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If the power of a node lies in the interval Th2 < node‟s power < Th3, where Th2 is 50% 

of the maximum power, then it cannot respond to MergeRequest message positively. 

However, if it is already CH, it can remain CH. If the power of a node lies in the interval 

Th1 < node‟s power < Th2, where Th1 is 25% of the maximum power, then it cannot 

respond to MergeRequest message positively. If it is already CH, it sends a Warning 

Message to all of its zone MTs indicating that they should start searching for new CH 

with power greater than T h1. However, it can remain CH. If the power of a node is less 

than Th3, then it immediately sends IamNoLongerYourCH to its zone MTs and sets it 

myCH == -1 (becomes free MT). All zone MTs also set their myCH to -1. 

Fig. 2 shows merge and accept processes for the WEAC protocol. If a free MT or a node 

whose CH has low power (< Th3) finds a node whose power is greater than Th1 and it is 

not a zone MT then the first node sends a MergeRequest message to the latter node. Upon 

receiving, the second node sends a MergeAccept message back to the sender node, sets its 

myCH to zero (if it was not zero before) and increments its number of zone MT variable. 

 
Fig. 1: Different Power Levels of WEAC Protocol 
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Fig. 2: WEAC MergeAccept Scenario 

 

 

The WEAC protocol is hybrid type (on-demand/table driven) with Cluster formation (CH, 

ZMT, BMT, free-MT) and a node can be in one of the following states: 

i. Idle            

ii. Medium access (CSMA/CA) 

iii. Transmit (data / control packet) 

iv. Receive (data / control packet) 

v. Power check 

vi. Mobility 

The authors of [59] studied the characteristics and performance of both the WEAC and 

the VBS-O protocols by means of simulation. In addition, clusterhead controlled token is 

used to assign the channel among contending Mobile Terminals (MTs) in each cluster. 

They show that both the WEAC and the VBS-O protocols scale well to large networks of 

mobile stations, and outperform other power aware routing protocols (e.g., Virtual Base 

Station, Power Aware-VBS) in terms of stability, load balancing and energy saving in a 

network. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

MOBILITY MODELS 

 

The application of mobility model is of great importance because it describes the 

movement pattern of mobile users by explaining how their location, velocity and 

acceleration change with respect to time. These mobility models have concrete reasoning 

or benchmarks to evaluate the end products performance. So it is very much necessary to 

use the mobility models to follow the movement pattern of targeted real life applications 

in a realistic way. Every mobility model has different characteristics. So anyone can be 

used based on their research requirements. Such models can provide performance 

parameters for simple cases through mathematical calculations. In contrast, simulation 

models consider more detailed and realistic mobility scenarios. Such models can derive 

valuable solutions for more complex cases. The details of various mobility models that 

are used in the field are described below. 
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4.1 Random Walk Mobility Model - RWMM 

Naturally many entities move in exceedingly erratic ways, the random walk mobility 

model was developed to mimic this erratic movement. In this mobility model, mobile 

node moves from its current location to a new location by randomly choosing both the 

direction and speed. The new speed and direction are both chosen from ranges defined in 

advance [speedmin, speedmax] and [0, 2π] respectively. The movement can be calculated 

in two ways; either with a constant time interval t or with a constant distance traveled d. If 

mobile node approaches the boundary, it bounces back with an angle determined by the 

next upcoming direction. The 2-D random walk mobility model is one of the derivatives 

and is inspired by the Earth‟s surface. Fig. 3 shows the movement observed from this 2-D 

model. The MN starts its movement in the center of the 300mx600m simulation area 

(150, 300). At each point, the mobile node randomly chooses a direction between 0 and 

2π and a speed between 0 and 10 m/s. For the random walk mobility model, the mobile 

node movement can be modeled in two ways; either with distance or with time. In Fig. 3, 

the network is designed so that the MN will calculate the new distance and speed after 60 

seconds that is after constant time period whereas in Fig. 4, the mobile node travels for a 

total of 10 steps before changing its direction and speed. But it is a memory-less mobility 

pattern [1][10][29]. 
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Fig. 3: Movement pattern of mobile node using 2-D Random Walk Mobility Model (time) 

(300x600). 

 

Fig.4: Movement pattern of mobile node using the 2-D Random Walk Mobility Model 

(distance) (300x600). 
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4.2 Random Waypoint Mobility Model 

The random waypoint model (RWMM) was proposed by Johnson and Maltz in [5]. It is a 

model that includes pause times between changes in destination and speed. Firstly the 

mobile node chooses a random location and considers it as it destination and then it 

moves towards its destination with constant velocity which is uniformly distributed 

between [minvelocity, maxvelocity]. After arriving at the destination, the MN pauses for 

a specific time before choosing another random destination. The pause time can have the 

value zero „0‟ which means that it will continue its movement without any pause. Speed is 

uniformly distributed between [minvelocity, maxvelocity]. The MT then travels toward 

the newly chosen destination at the selected speed. Upon arrival to the simulation 

boundary, the MN pauses for a specified time period before starting the process again 

with an angle determined by the incoming direction. [16][4][18]. 

 

Fig. 5: Movement pattern of mobile node using the random waypoint mobility model. 
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4.3 Random Direction Mobility Model 

The characteristics of random waypoint mobility model was that it produces density 

waves in the average number of neighbors, so to triumph over this, it gave the reason to 

create Random Direction.  A density wave appears to be forming clusters of nodes in 

particular part of the simulation grid. For the case of the random waypoint mobility 

model, the probability for choosing its next destination to the center in very high which 

result in convergence of mobile node movement in one area.  So the random direction 

mobility model is developed keeping that thing in mind. In this model, MNs choose a 

random direction in which to travel similar to the random walk mobility model. Mobile 

node then travels to the border of the simulation area in that direction. Once the 

simulation boundary is reached, the MN pauses for a specified time, chooses another 

angular direction (between 0 and 180 degrees) and continues the process. So once the MN 

starts its movement, it will move in the same direction and will not change the angle until 

it reaches the border grid. Fig. 6 shows an example trajectory of an MN, which starts from 

the center of the simulation area (150, 300) using the random direction mobility model. 

The dots in the figure show when the mobile node has reached a border, pauses, and then 

chooses a new direction. Since the mobile node travels to, and usually pause at the border 

of the simulation area, the average hop count for data packets using the random direction 

mobility model will be much higher than the average hop count of most other mobility 

models. In addition, network partitions will be more as compared to other mobility 

models [24]. 
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Fig. 6: Movement pattern of mobile node using the Random Direction Mobility Model. 

4.4 Gauss-Markov 

From [9], the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model is planned to achieve randomness via one 

tuning parameter. Initially each mobile node is assigned a current speed and direction. At 

fixed intervals of time, movement occurs by updating the speed and direction of each 

MN. Specifically, the value of speed and direction at the nth instance is calculated based 

upon the value of speed and direction at the (n-1)st instance and a random variable using 

the following equations: 
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𝑠𝑛=𝛼𝑠𝑛−1 +  1 − 𝛼 𝑠 +  (1 − 𝛼2)𝑠𝑥𝑛−1
 

𝑑𝑛=𝛼𝑑𝑛−1 +  1 − 𝛼 𝑑 +  (1 − 𝛼2)𝑑𝑥𝑛−1
  

where sn and dn are the new speed and direction of the MN at time interval n;  where alpha 

value lies within the range 0 1  . It is the tuning parameter used to vary the 

randomness; s and d are constants representing the mean value of speed and direction as

n  ; 
1nxs


and 
1nxd


are random variables from a Gaussian distribution and are chosen 

with mean equal to zero and standard deviation equal to one. For   = 0 the equation 

yields totally random values, equivalent to Brownian motion. For  = 1 the equation 

yields fixed values, equivalent to linear motion. The value of  can be adjusted between 

these two extremities to obtain different levels of random movement.  At every time 

interval the next location of the mobile node is calculated based on the current location, 

speed, and direction of movement. Specifically, at time interval n, an MN‟s position is 

given by the equations: 

𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛−1+𝑠𝑛−1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑑𝑛−1 

𝑦𝑛 = 𝑦𝑛−1+𝑠𝑛−1𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑛−1 

where (xn , yn) and (xn-1 , yn-1) are the x and y coordinates of the MN‟s position at the nth 

and (n-1)
th
 time intervals, respectively, and sn-1 and dn-1 are the speed and direction of the 

MN, respectively, at the (n-1)
th
 time interval.   

To ensure that mobile node does not remain near an edge of the grid for a long period of 

time, the MNs are forced away from an edge when they move within a certain distance of 
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the edge. This is done by modifying the mean direction variable d in the above direction 

equation as shown in Fig. 7. For example, when mobile node is near the right edge of the 

simulation n grid, the value d is changed by 180 degrees. Thus, the MN‟s new direction is 

away from the right edge of the simulation grid. So in short, for the Gauss-Markov model, 

the velocity of a mobile node at any time slot is a function of its previous velocity. So, 

Gauss-Markov Model is a mobility model with chronological dependency. The degree of 

dependency is determined by the memory level parameter  α . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Fig. 7: Edge approximation for changing angle near edges 
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Mean=180 Mean=0 
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Fig. 8: Expected movement pattern of Gaussian Markov model 

4.5 A Boundless Simulation Area 

In the Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model, a correlation exists between the 

previous and current direction and velocity of mobile nodes. A velocity vector v = (v, θ) 

is used to describe a node‟s velocity v as well as its direction θ; the mobile nodes position 

is represented by x and y. Both the velocity vector and the position are updated after ∆t 

time according to the following formulas:   

v (t+∆𝑡) = min[max 𝑣 𝑡 + ∆𝑣, 0 , 𝑉max]; 

𝜃(t∆𝑡) = 𝜃  𝑡 +  ∆𝜃; 

x (t+∆𝑡)= x(t) + v(t) * cos 𝜃 (t); 

y (t+∆𝑡)= y(t) + v(t) * sin𝜃(t); 
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Where Vmax is the maximum velocity defined in the simulation, ∆v is the change in 

velocity which is uniformly distributed between [- α *∆t, α * ∆t] where α is the angular 

change if the direction in which mobile node is moving [12]. The movement pattern is 

shown in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9: Movement pattern of mobile node using Boundless Simulation Area Mobility 

Mode. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) or commonly called Neural Network (NN) is an 

information processing prototype that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems, 

such as human brains. Many similarities are found between the working of brain and 

ANN. Human learns by example and experience. Neural Networks (NN) is composed of 

a fair number of highly interconnected processing elements called neurons that work in 

unison to solve specific problems [40]. It carries out certain computations many times 

faster than the today‟s computer.  NN assigns weights to the neurons that are learnt from 

data using some known algorithms. Network topology is defined by the initial weights, 

activation functions, number of neurons in hidden layers, and network connections. The 

performance of ANN depends on the network topology which in turn depends on the 

problem to be solved. Similarly, an ANN is also configured for a specific application, 

such as pattern recognition or data classification, through a learning process. The more 

the samples size, the better the ANN is trained or learned. Moreover, learning in brain 
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involves adjustments to the synaptic connections that exist between the neurons present 

inside the brain [20, 21, 22]. This is true for an ANN as well where weights, that are 

scalar values associated to neurons, are adjusted as the training proceeds. Hence, ANN is 

an efficient tool that tends to imitate processing of brain and has been in use for 

classification, function approximation, regression, and estimation. It is proved to be better 

in performance with respect to many attributes when compared with other classifiers [23]. 

However, it was established before the advent of computers. The first artificial neuron 

was invented by a neurophysiologist, Warren McCulloh, and the logician, Walter Pits, in 

1943. The recourses and technology available at that time does not allow the field of 

neural networks to prosper much. But as the inexpensive computers and higher 

technology came into existence, it boosted up the advances in neural networks. Although, 

just after the very start, the neural networks field survived a period of disrepute and 

frustration for some years, the reemergence of interest and progress later took over. In the 

late 1970s and early 1980s, the field of neural network started enjoying a resurgence of 

interest and a corresponding increase in funding. This caused many developments in the 

neural network field along with its application in several new domains. Neural networks 

have emerged as an important tool for prediction. The recent times, vast research 

activities in neural network have established that they are a promising alternative to 

various conventional methods. The advantage of neural networks is as follows. Input data 

or signals are fed into the input layer and propagate through the network layers in 

forward direction. The neurons in the hidden layer find relationships in the input data and 

take out patterns that can give meaningful results at output layer. These neurons have an 

activation function and are connected to many other neurons in the neighboring layers. 
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Each neuron contributes to the final output depending on the activation and the 

connections. We can train the network by comparing the actual and desired output.  If the 

output of the network is different than what we expect, we can make adjustments in the 

weights which control activation and the connections. When the error is within the 

acceptable range, training is stopped, weights are locked, and the network is ready to use. 

The main characteristics of ANN are firstly, neural networks are data driven self-adaptive 

methods in that they can adjust themselves to the data without any explicit specification 

of functional or distributional form for the underlying model. Secondly, they are 

universal functional approximations, in that neural networks can approximate any 

function with arbitrary accuracy. Thirdly, neural networks are nonlinear models, which 

make them flexible in modeling real world complex relationships. Finally, neural 

networks are able to estimate the posterior probabilities, which provide the basis for 

establishing classification rule and performing statistical analysis [24]. 

5.1 Applications of Neural Networks 

There are many applications in which neural networks are successfully adopted. Some of 

the interesting applications of neural networks are presented at [25]. A few examples of 

ANN application are defined below: 

• Stock price prediction in stock markets: Neural networks are being used by many 

technical analysts to make predictions about stock prices based upon a large number of 

factors such as past performance of other stocks and various economic indicators [26, 27]. 
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• Medical diagnosis: A variety of health-related indices (e.g., a combination of heart rate, 

levels of various substances in the blood, respiration rate etc.) can be monitored. The 

onset of a particular medical condition could be associated with a very complex 

combination of changes on a subset of the variables being monitored. Neural networks 

have been used to recognize this predictive pattern so that the appropriate treatment can 

be prescribed [28, 29].  

• Computer vision: Neural network is intensely used in many of the computer vision 

algorithms such as those in [30, 31]. 

• Optical character recognition - OCR: Neural network is used in optical character 

recognition for different languages [32]. 

• Engine management: Neural networks are used to analyze the input of sensors from an 

engine. The neural network controls the various parameters within which the engine 

functions, in order to achieve a particular goal, such as minimizing fuel consumption [33]. 

5.2  Advantages of NN 

There are a number of benefits of using ANN over other classifiers. Some of them are 

discussed as follows:  

• Sequential process of information: One advantage of neural networks techniques that 

makes them more attractive for use in real time systems is their ability to process 

information sequentially i.e. inputs can be processed as they arrive. Comparatively, in 

statistical techniques however, no decision about the classification of any pattern can be 

made until all the patterns are available. 
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• Adaptive learning: Neural networks posses the ability to learn how to perform tasks 

based on the data given for training. 

 •Self organization: A Neural network creates its own organization or representation of 

information it receives in the learning time. 

• No strict assumptions: Neural networks provide an analytical alternative to 

conventional techniques which are often limited by strict assumptions of normality, 

linearity, variable independence etc. 

• Performance: Neural networks perform very well on difficult non-linear domains where 

it becomes more and more difficult to use other approaches such as decision trees. They 

also perform better in noisy domains. 

Along with these advantages, there are some limitations and issues that need to be 

considered when implementing neural networks as described below:  

5.3 Limitations 

Some of the main limitations of neural networks identified in the literature are described 

as follows [34, 35]: 

i. Slow learning process as compared with statistical classifiers like decision trees.  

ii. No explicit knowledge representation in the form of rules or some other easily 

interpretable forms. The model is implicit and hidden in the network structure and 

optimized weights, between the nodes. Hence, the model tends to be a black box or 

input/output table without analytical basis. 
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iii. Although neural networks are parameter-less and data-driven classifiers, a wise 

selection of the network structures has intense effects on some important issues in 

neural networks namely over-fitting and under-fitting. 

These advantages and the limitations of neural networks will be taken into consideration 

when designing the neural network model for prediction. 

5.4 Network Generalization 

Generalization is one of the important issues which need to be considered in using neural 

networks. Generalization means how the network will make predictions for cases that are 

not in the training set. It is a critical issue in developing neural networks. If the network is 

not trained well and the accuracy in testing on training data as well as evaluation data is 

not  promising then the network is said to be undertrained or underfitted. On the other 

hand, if the network has learned the training dataset and gives a fairly good accuracy 

when testing on the training data whereas an unaccepted result when testing on a novel 

dataset, in this case the network is said to be over-trained or over-fitted. Both under-fitting 

and over-fitting are against generalization of the neural network and need to be 

necessarily resolved. There are many strategies to avoid over and under- fitting. We 

discuss some of them from the literature below:  

• Using a large amount of training data: A rule of thumb is to use 30 times as many 

training cases as there are weights in the network. This reduces much of the over-fitting. 

For simpler (noise free) data five times as many training cases as weights may be 

sufficient [35]. 
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• Jittering: Deliberately adding noise to the input samples during training [36]. 

• Early Stopping: Discontinue training when it seems that the network is being over 

trained. This is carried out with the help of validation vectors [37]. 

• Weight decay: Adding a penalty term to the error function. Using the weight decay 

excessively large weights, which can cause the output function to be too rough, possibly 

with near discontinuities, are avoided in the network. 

5.5  Learning Strategies 

The network needs to be trained before it is used to produce some outputs. Learning 

corresponds to the adjustments of weight matrices in the network. There are three types of 

learning strategies used in neural networks namely supervised, unsupervised and 

reinforcement learning. Supervised and unsupervised learning schemes will be used 

which are most common in the literature for ability estimation in traditional test. 

Supervised learning involves learning a function from examples of its inputs and outputs. 

However, unsupervised learning involves learning the pattern in the input when no 

specific output values are supplied.  

5.6  Prediction Using Neural Networks 

Prediction problems may be divided into two main categories namely classification and 

regression. For classification, the aim is to find out which number of classes a given input 

dataset belongs. Examples include cancer detection (e.g. does the patient has tumor or no 
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tumor), signature recognition. On the other hand, the objective of regression is to predict 

the value of a continuous variable (e.g. tomorrow‟s stock price, fuel consumption of a car)  

5.7 Modeling of Traditional Tests Using Neural Networks 

Once training is complete, the neural network can be used to predict the desired output for 

a given input pattern. There are several flavors of neural network models. In this section, 

we focus on three famous models: Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) and Radial Basis Function (RBF). The neural networks used here are 

briefly described below. 

5.7.1  Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

The multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a hierarchical formation of several perceptrons, and is 

designed to overcome the shortcomings of single-layer networks. In a single layered NN the 

neurons are organized in the form of layers. In the simplest form of a layered network, we have an 

input layer of source nodes that projects onto an output layer of neurons but not vice versa. In 

other words, this network is strictly a feed forward or acyclic type. The single layer refers to the 

output layer of computation nodes (neurons) as shown in Fig. 10 shows the working of single 

layered NN. MLP is a feed-forward multi-layer neural network that consists of a collection of 

neurons or Processing Elements (PEs) organized in layers such that each PE receives inputs only 

from the PEs in the immediately preceding layer. The weights are tuned iteratively using back-

propagation training algorithm to minimize the mean squared error between predicted output and 

desired output. Fig. 11 shows a representation of MLP. In this example, there are three input 
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nodes, one hidden node and one output in the input layer, hidden layer and output layer 

respectively. All the nodes in a layer are connected to all the nodes in the next layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Input Layer                 Output layer 

Fig. 10: Single layer feed forward network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Input Layer     Hidden layer       Output layer 

Fig. 11: Typical multi-layer perceptron with 3 input nodes, 1 hidden node and 2 output 

nodes. 
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5.7.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA has been immensely used in the fields of pattern recognition, statistics as well as 

signal processing. The basic idea of PCA is to obtain a new set of variables, the Principal 

Components (PCs), which are uncorrelated and ordered from a dataset consisting of large 

number of interrelated variables and thus reducing the dimensionality of the input space. 

In the experiments, a hybrid model is used which consists of two stages. As a first step, it 

uses PCA with unsupervised learning to reduce the dimensions of the input dataset 

whereas in the second step, it uses MLP with supervised learning to map the resulting 

reduced input dataset to the desired output. Four components are used for pre-processing 

in MLP.  

 

5.7.3  Radial Basis Function (RBF): 

RBFs are influential practices for interpolation in multidimensional space. An RBF is a 

function which has built into it a distance criterion with respect to a center. These types of 

functions are used very efficiently for interpolation and smoothing of data. In our 

experiments, Radial Basis Functions have been adopted in neural networks where they are 

used as a replacement for the sigmoidal transfer function. The neural network has now 2 

layers: the hidden layer with the RBF non-linearity and a linear output layer. The best 

choice for the non-linearity is the Gaussian. RBF networks have the advantage of not 

being locked into local minima as do the feed-forward networks [38, 39]. Learning of 

RBF consists of two stages. In the first stage, RBF uses unsupervised learning to perform 

a non-linear mapping from an input space into a higher dimensional space in which the 
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pattern become linearly separable. In the second stage, supervised learning using a simple 

MLP is performed.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE (ELM) 

 

The learning speed of feed forward neural networks is in general far slower than required 

and it has been a major bottleneck in their applications for past decades. Two key reasons 

behind may be: 

i. The slow gradient-based learning algorithms are extensively used to train neural 

networks 

ii. All the parameters of the networks are tuned iteratively by using such learning 

algorithms.  

Unlike these conventional implementations, extreme learning machine (ELM) for single-

hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) randomly chooses hidden nodes and 

analytically determines the output weights of SLFNs. Theoretically, this algorithm 

provides good performance at extremely fast learning speed. The results are based on 

different artificial and real standard function approximation. Classification problems that 

include large difficult applications show that the new algorithm can produce good 
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performance and can learn thousands of times faster than conventional learning 

algorithms for feedforward neural networks. Unlike traditional learning methods, ELM 

requires less human interventions and can run thousands times faster than conventional 

methods. ELM automatically determines all the network parameters analytically, which 

avoids trivial human intervention and makes it efficient in online and real-time 

applications [41] [42]. 

Compared to popular Backpropagation (BP) Algorithm and Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), ELM has several salient features [43]:  

Ease of use. No parameters are needed to be tuned manually except predefined network 

architecture. Not much time is required to tune and train learning machines.  

Faster learning speed: The training can be done in milliseconds, seconds, and depending 

on applications. Such fast pace learning speed might not be easily achieved using 

conventional learning method.  

Higher generalization performance: It could obtain better generalization performance 

than Back Propagation. It can achieve generalization performance similar to or better than 

SVM.  

Suitable for almost all nonlinear activation functions & fully complex activation 

functions. Some continuous functions can be used as activation functions. Similarly, fully 

complex functions can also be used as activation functions in ELM. 

In a seminal paper Baum implied that in a Single Layer Feedforward Network (SLFN) 

one may fix the connections on one level (i.e., weights between input neurons and hidden 
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neurons) and only adjust the connections on the other level (i.e., weights between hidden 

neurons and output neurons) and there is no gain achieved by an algorithm able to adjust 

the weights on both levels simultaneously.[44] Inspired by this work, Huang et al. have 

proposed a new learning algorithm referred to as Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [45]. 

ELM randomly chooses and fixes the weights between input neurons and hidden neurons 

based on some continuous probability density function, and then analytically determines 

the weights between hidden neurons and output neurons of the SLFN. 

6.1 Approximation problem of SLFNs 

For N samples {(xk, tk)} Nk=1, where xk = [xk1, xk2, . . . , xkn] T and tk = [tk1, tk2, . . . , tkm] T,  

A standard SLFN with ˜N hidden neurons and activation function g(x) is mathematically 

modeled as 

 𝛽𝑖𝑔 𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑥𝑘 + 𝑏𝑖 = 𝑜𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1,2,… ,𝑁,           1 

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Where wi = [wi1, wi2, . . ., win] 
T
 is representing the weight vector that connects the i

th
 

hidden neuron and the input neurons, βi = [βi1, βi2, . . . , βi m]T is the weight vector 

connecting the i
th

 hidden neuron and the output neurons, ok = [ok1, ok2, . . . , ok m] T is the 

output vector of the SLFN, and bi is the threshold of the i
th
 hidden neuron. wi , xk denotes 

the inner product of wi and xk. And these N equations can be written compactly as: 

 

                𝐻𝛽 = 0     (2) 
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Where 

H= 
𝑔(𝑤1.𝑥𝑁 + 𝑏1) ⋯ 𝑔(𝑤𝑁.𝑥1 + 𝑏𝑁)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑔(𝑤1.𝑥𝑁 + 𝑏1) ⋯ 𝑔(𝑤𝑁.𝑥𝑁 + 𝑏𝑁)

 

𝑁∗𝑁

 (3) 

                 𝛽 =  
𝛽1

𝑇

⋮
𝛽𝑁

𝑇
 

𝑁∗𝑚

   (4) 

       𝑂 =  
𝑂1

𝑇

⋮
𝑂𝑁

𝑇
 

𝑁∗𝑚

    (5) 

Where H is called the hidden layer output matrix 

6.2 ELM learning algorithm 

In the case of learning an arbitrary function with zero training error, Baum had presented 

several constructions of SLFNs with sufficient hidden neurons [44]. However, in practice, 

the number of hidden neurons required to achieve a proper generalization performance on 

novel patterns is much less. And the resulting training error might not approach to zero 

but can be minimized by solving the following problem: 

                                          𝐻 𝑤1, … ,𝑤𝑁 , 𝑏1 ,… , 𝑏𝑁 𝛽 − 𝑇 2 ,𝑤 𝑖 ,𝑏𝑖 ,𝛽
𝑚𝑖𝑛    (6) 

Where 

                    𝑇 =  
𝑇1

𝑇

⋮
𝑇𝑁

𝑇
 

𝑁∗𝑚

    (7) 
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ELM randomly assigns and fixes the input weights wi and biases bi based on some 

continuous probability distribution function in the case of learning a structured function, 

only leaving output weights βi to be adjusted according to:  

                                           𝐻𝛽 − 𝑇 2,𝛽
𝑚𝑖𝑛           (8) 

The above problem is well established and known as a linear system optimization 

problem. Its 

unique least-squares solution with minimum norm is given by  

                   𝛽 = 𝐻+𝑇   (9) 

where H† is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix H. As analyzed by 

Bartlett [160] and Huang the generalization performance of a SLFN tends to be better 

with smaller magnitude of output weights. From this sense, the solution produced by 

ELM in Eq. (9) not only achieves the minimum square training error but also the best 

generalization performance on novel patterns. We now summarize ELM as the follows:  

Given a training set N = {(xk, tk) | xk ∈  Rn, tk ∈  Rm, k = 1, . . .,N}, an activation function 

g(x), and the number of hidden neurons N 

(i) Randomly assign input weights wi and biases bi according to some continuous       

probability density function. 

(ii) Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H. 

(iii) Calculate the output weights βi: ˆ β = H†T. 

In our experiments with ELM in this paper, the activation function is a sigmoidal function 

is given by  

g(x) = 1/(1 + e−x) 
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And the probability density function is a uniform distribution function in the range from 

−1 to 1 [45]. 

The resolution of a general linear system Ax = y, where A may be singular and may even 

not be square, can be made very simple by the use of the Moore–Penrose generalized 

inverse. A matrix G of order n x m is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of matrix A 

of order m x n, if    

         

For the sake of convenience, the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of matrix A will be 

denoted by A†.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

SIMULATION SETUP & RESULTS 

 

Table 3 shows some of the parameters of our simulation experiment. MATLAB program 

is used to simulate the WEAC & AI assisted WEAC protocol for packet level simulation. 

H.263 standard parameters were used for video traffic simulation we selected QCIF frame 

size because of reasonable resolution quality and 56 kbps (low bit rate) bit streams after 

compression. Compression ratio is 10:1. The reason is that H.263 is fit for motionless 

video. Hence it can compress to such a high ratio. After compression, the bits are 

packetized into fixed packet size of 2 KB. The data rate is 3.5 packets per seconds (56 

kbps). Video data is very sensitive to delay because in order for the communication to be 

meaningful, the data has to be received before a maximum threshold of delay 250 msec 

otherwise the reception of data would be of no use. Therefore, special care must be taken 

to minimize the delay as much as possible. 
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Packet Size 2Kbyte 

Other Control Packet Size 100Byte 

Frame Size 176x144(QCIF) 

Bits per Pixel 0.2 

Bit Rate 56kbps 

Link Speed 5.5Mbps 

Medium Access Technique CSMA/CA 

Maximum Tolerable Delay 250msec 

Average Codec Power/Packet 500mW 

Video Codec H.263 

Average Compression Delay 50-60msec 

 

Table 3: Parameters for WEAC Protocol Implementation 

 

The AI assisted WEAC routing protocol will be different from the conventional WEAC 

protocol as it will not be using the hello messages to update its routing table. Instead each 

node will predict the next locations of all the nodes within a network from the AI based 

prediction model and after prediction, it will find the minimum distance with its current 

location and new predicited location to know whether the other nodes are within in 

accessible range or not. If it is accessible within the range, then it will store it in its 

routing table. For generating the AI based prediction model, we have described the details 

for generating the datasets in the previous section.  Table 4 shows a sample dataset for the 

movements of a mobile node. Fig. 12 shows the mobility pattern of a mobile node that 

was generated using the Gaussian Markov model within simulation grid of x and y axis in 

meters. Fig. 13 shows the random mobility pattern of five different mobile nodes moving 

in the same simulation grid. We generated different datasets of different sizes by changing 

the number of instances of each dataset. Datasets 1,2,3,4 & 5 have two, five, ten, fifteen 

and twenty thousand instances respectively. 
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Sub 

Pattern 

Inputs 

1 

Inputs 

2 

Inputs 

3 

Inputs 

4 

Desired 

Output 

1 394,138 393,138 392,138 391,138 392,138 

2 393,138 392,138 391,138 392,138 392,140 

3 392,138 391,138 392,138 392,140 389,140 

4 391,138 392,138 392,140 389,140 386,141 

5 392,138 392,140 389,140 386,141 384,141 

6 392,140 389,140 386,141 384,141 381,141 

7 389,140 386,141 384,141 381,141 379,141 

8 386,141 384,141 381,141 379,141 378,142 

9 384,141 381,141 379,141 378,142 377,142 

10 381,141 379,141 378,142 377,142 376,142 

 

            Table 4: Sample dataset generated from Gaussian Markov mobility model 

 

.  

Fig. 12: Movement of a mobile node using Gaussian Markov Model with random alpha 
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Fig. 13: Random movement of different mobile nodes within one simulation grid 

 

 

Fig. 14: Movement of a mobile node using Gaussian Markov Model with alpha = 0.1 
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Fig. 15: Movement of a mobile node using Gaussian Markov Model with alpha 0.5 

 

Fig. 16: Movement of a mobile node using Gaussian Markov Model with alpha = 0.9 
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Results with fixed alpha show the abnormal behavior of the movement of the mobile node but 

when the value of alpha is pure random that it is giving the accurate behavior of the mobile node 

movement as shown in figures 14-16. So we for building the prediction model, we will be using 

the one with pure random as it is used in figure 13.  

7.1 Prediction Accuracy 

Prediction accuracy which is the accuracy for the models will be calculated by number of 

times correct prediction of mobile node divided by the total number of times the 

prediction of mobile node in percentage. The datasets are divided into different number of 

instances. So for every case, 70% of data instances are reserved for training and the 

remaining 30% for testing. For both the testing phase, the predicted output is compared 

with the desired or original output to know the accuracy. Fig. 17-28 shows the mean and 

maximum accuracy in terms of percentage (%). The figures illustrate that the prediction 

accuracy is increasing as the number of instances or size of the dataset increases. It is 

because for both the models either neural networks or ELM, both have the same 

characteristics that with the increase in the number of instances, they have more and more 

learning or training and as the learning or training gets higher, the accuracy is also getting 

better. For our predication model, we are concerned about the model which gives the best 

accuracy. The simulation is run for one hundred times because for every iteration, it gives 

different prediction accuracy. For that case neural network gives the best and maximum 

accuracy of 30% for dataset of twenty thousand instances. 
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Fig. 17:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 1 for ELM 

 

 
Fig. 18:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 2 for ELM 
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Dataset 1 - Mean=11.57, Max=16.3
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Dataset 2 - Mean=15.5, Max=21.81
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Fig. 19:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 3 for ELM 

 

 
Fig. 20:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 4 for ELM 
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Dataset 3 - Mean=19.38, Max=26.38
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Dataset 4 - Mean=22.17, Max=29.09
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Fig. 21:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 5 for ELM 

 
Fig. 22:  Cumulative Prediction Accuracy of All Datasets for ELM 
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Dataset 5 - Mean=24.10, Max=29.73
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Dataset1 - Mean=11.57, Max=16.3

Dataset2 - Mean=15.50, Max=21.81

Dataset3 - Mean=19.38, Max=26.38

Dataset4 - Mean=22.17, Max=29.09

Dataset5 - Mean=24.10, Max=29.73
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Fig. 23:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 1 for Neural Networks 

 

 
Fig. 24:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 2 for Neural Networks 
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Dataset 1 - Mean=9.26, Max=13
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Dataset 2 - Mean=12.69 , Max=19.48
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Fig. 25:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 3 for Neural Networks 

 

 
Fig. 26:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 4 for Neural Networks 
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Dataset 3 - Mean=17.57, Max=24.22
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Dataset 4 - Mean=21.28, Max=28.09
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Fig. 27:  Prediction Accuracy of Dataset 5 for Neural Networks 

 

 
Fig. 28:  Cumulative Prediction Accuracy of All Datasets for Neural Networks 
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Dataset 5 - Mean=22.69, Max=30.76
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Table 5: Mean and Max Prediction Accuracy for ELM & NN 

 

 

7.2 Execution Time 

The execution times of the training and testing phase for both the models whether neural 

networks or ELM is shown in Fig. 29 and 30. With increase in the size of dataset or 

number of instances, the training and testing time is also increasing. The reason for this is 

that the bigger the dataset, the more the learning or training time the model will take. The 

training time for neural network is more than that of ELM but we are not concerned much 

about the training time because for our prediction model, the training will be done offline, 

only the trained model will be used to give us the next location. So for that case, testing 

time is the important factor that is needed to be considered. Keeping this thing in mind, 

the neural network is giving better accuracy of 30% over ELM which is giving the 

prediction accuracy of 29%. For our prediction model, we will be using ELM even though 

it‟s not better in comparison with neural network in terms of accuracy but at the same 

time, its testing time is much better than that of neural networks which will have huge 

impact on our routing algorithm in terms of total delay. So, the model which is giving 3.0 

sec testing time with 70% of twenty thousand instances will be used in the simulation. 

Datasets Instances 

Mean 

(%) 

Max 

(%) 

Mean 

(%) 

Max 

(%) 

ELM ELM ANN ANN 

1 2000 11.57 16.3 9.26 13 

2 5000 15.5 21.81 12.69 19.48 

3 10000 19.38 26.38 17.57 24.22 

4 15000 22.17 29.09 21.28 28.09 

5 20000 24.1 29.73 22.69 30.76 
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Datasets Instances 

Training  

Time (sec) 

Testing  

Time (sec) 

Dataset 1 2000 7.6 2.3 

Dataset 2 5000 9 2.9 

Dataset 3 10000 12.8 3.5 

Dataset 4 15000 19 4.6 

Dataset 5 20000 27 5.2 

 
Table 6: Execution Time for ELM 

 

 

Datasets Instances 

Training  

Time (sec) 

Testing 

 Time (sec) 

Dataset 1 2000 2.9 1.49 

Dataset 2 5000 3.2 1.68 

Dataset 3 10000 5 2.01 

Dataset 4 15000 8.2 2.38 

Dataset 5 20000 12.1 3 

 

Table 7: Execution Time for ANN 

 

 

 

Fig. 29:  Execution time of all datasets for ELM 
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Fig. 30:  Execution time of all datasets for Neural Networks 

 

 

7.3 Average Packet Delay 

In our experiment, compression / decompression delay, routing delay, CSMA/CA delay, 

propagation delay, transmission delay and queuing delay constitute the overall delay. 

Propagation Delay = d / Link Speed (where d is the distance between two nodes) 

 Transmission Delay per Packet = Packet Size / Data Rate 

Fig. 31 shows the plot of delay for different cases that are dealing with conventional and 

AI based routing.  With the AI assisted WEAC protocol, each prediction will take 0.0005 

msec to predict the next route as per the execution time of ELM. For the one that is using 

the conventional routing that is variation in average delay as we increase the number of 
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acceptable range of 250 msec until N exceeds 100. There are a few clusters and the packet 

has less number of available routes to the destination, which result in either less routing 

delay or more packet drop. This is why it is difficult to predict the behavior of the network 

before reasonable connectivity because sometimes there is less routing delay if the packet 

obtains desired connectivity but at times the failure to obtain desired connectivity results 

in packet drop and hence larger overall delay. However, as the network gets congested 

with a large number of nodes, there will be more cluster formation and hence more 

available paths for a packet to reach its final destination. The other scenarios that are 

using the proposed AI technique for routing the packets, the behavior is same as that of 

conventional routing but it is having more delays in comparison with the conventional 

routing. The reason for this is that the AI model to predict the next location of building 

the routing tables and updating the neighbor list is taking more time which is having an 

impact of delay. For another case, we assume that AI prediction delay is assumed to be 

zero, so for that case, it is performing much better in comparison with conventional 

routing which also shows that AI prediction is useful for the cases where the AI 

computation delay is less or approximately equal to zero.  
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Fig. 31: Average Delay for different routing techniques. 

7.4 Average Successful Transmission 
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such a high number of nodes. For the case when we are using the AI prediction model for 

routing, the successful transmissions are low in comparison with the conventional routing. 

This is because the AI prediction model that we have used is giving the prediction 

accuracy of 30% which eventually results in more packet loss. So, the better the 

prediction accuracy better will be the successful transmission and this is quite obvious 

from the plot when we used the prediction models with accuracy of 20% and 30%.  

 

                 Fig. 32: Average successful transmission for different routing techniques 
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7.5 Energy – Transmission Power 

Since mobile devices rely on battery power, it is important to minimize their energy 

consumption which can be significant, especially for smaller devices. The multi-hop 

routing problem in ad-hoc networks has been widely studied in terms of bandwidth 

utilization, but energy consumption has received less attention. It is sometimes wrongly 

assumed that bandwidth utilization and energy consumption are roughly the same. In this 

case, we will study the total energy costs associated with a packet containing some 

number of bytes of data. Ad-hoc mode operation does not use any base station. Nodes 

communicate directly with all other nodes that are in wireless transmission range. 

Because there are no base stations to moderate communication, hosts must always be 

ready to receive traffic from their neighbors.  In the simple case, the energy consumed by 

the network interface when a host sends and receives or a packet can be described using a 

linear equation 

Energysend= msend x size + bsend [76]. 

Energyreceive= mreceive x size + breceive [77]. 

Where „m‟ & „b‟ represent fixed cost as shown in Table 10. 

Parameters WLAN (Send) 
WLAN 

(Receive) 

m 0.000405 0.000157 

b 0.07894 0.04209 

 

Table 8: Linear models for the sending and receiving costs 
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The model also does not consider energy consumed in unsuccessful attempts to acquire 

the channel or messages lost due to collision, bit error or loss of wireless connectivity. 

Such effects are difficult to obtain for controlled experimental measurements [76] [77]. 

Fig. 33 shows that there is a significant saving in terms of energy from both cases either 

sending or receiving when it is compared for both the routing protocols either 

conventional or routing using AI model. 

 

 

Fig. 33: Costs for sending and receiving for different routing techniques. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 

This thesis emphasizes on the replacing the conventional routing for ad-hoc networks to 

AI based prediction model that predicts the next location of the mobile nodes and updates 

the routing table. The approach uses two different AI techniques, multilayer neural 

network and ELM to predict the future location of a mobile host based on the history of 

movement pattern of a mobile host. The performance of the method has been verified for 

prediction accuracy by considering different movement patterns of a mobile host and 

learning accuracy. As there is no standard dataset available to train the dataset, we 

implemented Gaussian Markov model to have some realistic random movements. These 

different datasets were used to train the models with different size of instances. 

Simulation is also carried out for different movement patterns to predict the future 

location of a mobile host for one hundred times. The results show that with higher the size 

of dataset, more prediction accuracy was achieved up to data instances of twenty thousand 

samples. ELM and Neural Networks were giving accuracy of 29% & 30% respectively. 
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The execution time for both the models were calculated and results showed that ELM 

much faster convergence as compared to neural networks. So ELM based prediction 

model was used for simulating the WEAC protocol. The results conveyed that the AI is 

having more delay in comparison with conventional routing due to the delay of AI 

computation but for the scenario where we used AI computation delay to be zero, the 

delay reduced meaningfully and giving much better performance against the conventional 

routing. For the successful packet transmissions of AI model is having lower rates 

because of less prediction accuracy which results in more packet loss. In terms of energy, 

the routing algorithm with AI consumes less energy than that of conventional delay. So 

for the future work, more AI techniques which include SVM, hidden markov models, 

adaptive networks should be investigated to increase the robustness of the prediction 

framework and which should have less computation time and more prediction accuracy. 

This will eventually has great impact on delay & packet loss. 
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